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Yellowknives Dene First Nation Community of Dettah 
Type B Water Licence MV2019L3-0009 Renewal  

Technical Workshop - Summary Notes 
 

Monday, October 28, 2019 
9:40 – 11:10 am 

Chief Drygeese Centre, Dettah (No Teleconference Required) 
 

1. Introductions 
 
In Person: 
• Ryan Peters, YKDFN staff 
• Sarah Taylor, YKDFN staff 
• Machal Thomas, YKDFN staff 
• Justin Hazenberg, GNWT – MACA  
• Jeanne Arsenault, GNWT-ENR (Water Management & Monitoring) 
• Erica Janes, MVLWB 
• Heather Scott, MVLWB 
• Katherine Harris, MVLWB 
 
Regrets: 
• Heather Beck, GNWT-ENR  

 
2. Review/Approval of Agenda 

• No additional items identified  
 

3. Overview of Issuance Process and Timeline 
• Erica provided an overview of the issuance process and indicated that if additional questions arise 

from the workshop today, requests for information and subsequent responses will be posted on 
the public registry 

• Purpose of today’s technical workshop is to discuss any issues raised during the Application 
review and work collaboratively towards development of draft water licence conditions; drafting 
of water licence still requires public review through the Online Review System (ORS) and use of 
typical conditions used by the Board for Municipal water licences 

• We are anticipating the draft water licence will be posted for review in mid November, pending 
comments/other issues arising from today’s workshop. Anticipating reviewer comments on 
draft water licence due mid-December with proponent responses due mid-January, but date will 
be confirmed. 

• Reminder that the existing water licence expires on March 3, 2020. 
  

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board 
7th Floor - 4922 48th Street 

P.O. Box 2130 
YELLOWKNIFE NT XIA 2P6 

Phone (867) 669-0506 
FAX (867) 873-6610 
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4. Overview of Municipal Water and Waste Systems  
• Ryan provided an overview of these systems and the Community’s participation in the water 

licence process to date. 
• Community services consist of two components: Sewage Disposal Facility (SDF) and Solid Waste 

Disposal Facilities (SWDF). 
• YKDFN will be doing a landfill capacity assessment in the next two years, as well as sludge 

measurement in the lagoon next year. 
• Dettah residents receive trucked water from City of Yellowknife; therefore, this water licence 

renewal does not include water withdrawl (i.e., only waste deposition). 
 
5. Licence Term 

• YKDFN has requested a 10-year term. 
• Recently, the Board has issued most municipal water licences for 10 years. 
• Currently, three municipalities (Fort Liard, Hay River, Dettah) overlap in the timing of water licence 

renewals and slightly longer or shorter terms (1 to 2 years) may be considered to help stagger 
these renewal dates. 

 
6. Sewage Disposal Facilities (SDF) 

• Previous assessment for sewage lagoon completed by Dillon (2015 report was included with 
renewal application)  

o Implementation of the report recommendations has been on-going, including 
installation of signs and gate/fencing.  

o Currently implementing recommendation to increase retention time by building up 
peninsula (on hold while new contracts set in place).  

o Once work on peninsula is completed, all recommendations from the assessment report 
will have been implemented and should improve effluent quality.  

• The volume of sewage discharged to the SDF is currently significantly less than designed 
capacity. Since commissioning, sludge removal has not been completed, but will add years to 
design life when sludge removal is done. Assessment for needing sludge removal, as well as 
update design life of lagoon, to be completed in 2020. 

• Monthly monitoring is done during open-water season, no sampling completed during under-ice 
conditions (i.e., last sample usually taken in October).  

• Erica asked about presence of freeboard measurement gauge – there is one, but it is not 
working properly and will need to be repaired. Justin mentioned there is a new design for a staff 
gauge being used in Fort Resolution and will provide design information direct to Ryan. 

• Justin asked if additional baffle at south end of lagoon would facilitate plug-flow through the 
system help alleviate short-circuiting; the current peninsula only prevents a portion of the short-
circuiting that the lagoon may experience. May need to consider this if treatment is still not 
adequate. 

• Heather asked for further information of the flow of effluent from the lagoon to final discharge 
at Duck Lake. From lagoon, effluent flows towards Duck Lake (last SNP monitoring point 1478-2 
is located at end of flow path). Question re: what would happen if effluent is not compliant? 
Currently, there is no way to stop effluent release and would require significant infrastructure 
project to change that to control flow.  
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• Heather asked whether flow starts to move through berm once spring melt starts (i.e., does it 
start right away or is there a delay, and is flow noticed from the lagoon at other locations)? Ryan 
confirmed flow occurs throughout the year unless frozen, but a flow assessment to confirm 
exactly when flow starts/stops has not been completed. Staff only start to visit stations once 
spring breakup has occurred and visits cease during onset of winter conditions (usually in 
October). 

• Jeanne indicated information provided by YKDFN in response to comments was adequate, but 
asked for further clarification on location of SNP 1586-1 and SNP1586-4.  Jeanne suggested the 
Board’s SNP map be revised to show the berm area on a bigger scale to provide clarity to 
samplers and reviewers as to which station is located on the inside vs. outside of the berm (it 
seems these stations are being confused and reported incorrectly at times, which has added 
uncertainty to the interpretation of the data).  Also asked why there are two stations so close. 
Heather speculated this is to determine if berm is functioning, but no one knows for sure.  

• Discussion on point of compliance – currently set to SNP 1586-4. No seepage has been observed 
outside of what was intended at the berm.  Uncertain if Inspector treated SNP 1586-2 (post-
wetland flow path near Duck Lake) as point of compliance; request for Jeanne to try and follow 
up and try to get clarification.  

• Some issues identified with current design of SNP 1586-2 (at Duck Lake) – high levels of algae, 
TSS, fecal coliforms and low BOD.  Sarah indicated they can try and get harvester reporting in 
that area to help inform understanding of the location. Heather mentioned that people are 
noticing high TSS and algae in general in water bodies in the NWT in summer (this was raised at 
the Water Stewardship Strategy Workshop in Yellowknife last week). Erica reiterated the 
importance of sampling in correct locations because there could be some confounding factors if 
sampling was done at incorrect locations (e.g., within the lake rather at inflow to lake). 

• Further discussion re: SNP stations at the berm: Does it make sense to reduce monitoring only 
to the station outside of berm (i.e., keep SNP 1586-1 [outside berm] and SNP 1586-2 [Duck Lake] 
and eliminate SNP1586-4 [inside berm])? One benefit of monitoring inside the berm is that it 
enables assessment of exceedances to determine if cause is likely the lagoon or something 
downstream of the lagoon (i.e., if exceedance observed at Duck Lake, but parameter not 
exceeded in lagoon, then like not directly lagoon-related). Heather asked if there are community 
concerns about sewage effluent.  Ryan indicated that there are no community objections to 
what is being done currently for monitoring and that the current SNP station configuration adds 
an extra check not only to ensure compliance but also to keep environment safe. Justin 
suggested to keep compliance point outside berm and be mindful of algal contribution to TSS, 
and continue monitoring at Duck Lake, but not as a compliance point. 

• Draft water licence conditions will be developed, and reviewers will be asked specifically to 
provide input on the location of SNP stations. 

• Discussion re: Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) study of northern lagoons. NRCan is 
developing a computer model for northern lagoons and includes Dettah, the City of Yellowknife, 
and Hamlet of Fort Providence. Justin has some data, but nothing has been finalized. Study may 
not be informative for the purposes of a water licence and SNP monitoring as it was focused on 
temperature/energetics.  
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• Discussion re: effluent quality criteria (EQC) of Licence, which are likely reflective of what is 
technically feasible from a northern single-cell lagoon. Reviewers will be asked to comment on 
draft EQC in the new water licence.  

• Clarification of SNP station rationale and exact locations will occur within draft water licence. 
Board staff can also update the SNP map so that it can continue to be used as a tool for 
sampling in future. 

• Sludge management – Sludge measurement scheduled for 2020. YKDFN can provide more info 
on sludge management through update to O&M Plan post-issuance. It was suggested that doing 
this work in winter rather than open water could be helpful. Erica mentioned a remote sensing 
option used at Hay River and Enterprise; she will follow up directly with Ryan with company 
details.  
 

7. Solid Waste Disposal Facilities (SWDF) 
• Approaching design life – estimating 2-3 years left. YKDFN determining whether to proceed with 

developing a new facility or if establishing an agreement with the City of Yellowknife is possible 
(this would entail changing to a transfer facility in the community). Regardless, current landfill 
will be closed during the term of the new water licence. 

• Confirmed SNP station 1586-3 (located behind SWDF) is not accessed during winter conditions. 
• Heather identified the Solid Waste Management for Northern and Remote Communities 

Planning and Technical Guidance Document (ECCC 2017; Heather emailed doc to Ryan during 
discussion – no further action required) would provide information related to proper closure of 
small landfills. The Board official adopted this guidance document in 2017 and Board staff will 
use this guidance document in drafting the Licence. Generally, a closure plan needs to be 
approved by the Board 6 months prior to closing facility. The closure of facility ensures no 
impacts to water – waste is properly compacted, SWDF is properly capped, and long-term 
monitoring if and as required for leachate. Landfill gas unlikely an issue at this facility because of 
its small size. 

• Jeanne suggested the Waste Resource Management Strategy and Implementation Plan (GNWT-
ENR/MACA 2019) may have some useful information related to interim progressive closure 

 
8. Action Items for Follow-up 

 
What Who By When 
Alternate staff gauge design Justin Hazenberg No deadline discussed. 
Confirm how Inspector dealt with 
point of compliance at SDF 

Jeanne Arsenault No deadline discussed; could be 
done as part of ENR review 
comments. 

Resolve SNP numbering and 
confusion on location based on 
discussion 

Erica Janes Mid-November (as part of draft 
Water Licence to be posted to 
ORS for pubic review) 

Provide name of contractor who 
does remote sensing on sludge and 
send information to Ryan 

Erica Janes This week. 

 

   


